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Elastic scattering is sensitive to the interaction potential between target and pro-
jectile and to the microscopic structure of the nuclei involved, and light exotic
nuclei are a laboratory to investigate nuclear matter far from the stability valley.
So we have measured dierential cross sections of elastic scattering reactions in-
volving radioactive beams of light exotic nuclei (
6
He,
10;11
Be) on targets of
12
C
and protons. Thanks to the good energy resolution of the energy-loss spectrometer
SPEG at GANIL, these data do not include contaminations by scattering on the
excited states of the target. Therefore, it is possible to investigate the eect of
the weak binding of exotic nuclei on the elastic scattering data and to test the
validity of the eective nucleon-nucleon NN interactions. The treatment of the
polarisation potential is explained.
1 Motivations
Exotic nuclei are weakly bound, and so they can easily decay to cluster states.
One dramatic consequence is the neutron halo structure that light neutron-rich
nuclei such as
11
Li can exhibit :
11
Li can be described as a core with one or
two neutrons with a high probability of being far apart from the core.
Another important eect of the weak binding is that the particle threshold
for these nuclei is close to their ground state, which favours couplings to the
continuum during their interaction with a target. For these nuclei one must
1
take into account the interaction potential term due to transitions going to
the excited states and then back to the ground state. But its precise calcu-
lation requires the knowledge of the spectroscopy of the nucleus and also the
knowledge of low-lying resonant states and couplings to the continuum. This
term is called \polarization potential". It includes the break-up eects. Our
aim in the analysis of cross sections of elastic scattering is to know whether
the weak binding of exotic nuclei should appreciably enhance the polarization
potential and to determine a general form of this potential. Thus, to study
the eect of the weak binding on the potential of interaction between a light
exotic nucleus and a target, we have measured angular distributions of cross
sections of elastic scattering involving radioactive beams of light neutron-rich
nuclei (
10;11
Be and
6
He) on
12
C and protons at low energy (38.3 A.MeV).
2 Experimental device
Data were taken at GANIL (Caen, France). The SISSI (Superconducting In-
tense Source for Secondary Ions) and the SPEG (Energy Loss Spectrometer
at GANIL) devices were used to produce the secondary beams and to detect
the scattered particles, respectively. Elastic angular cross sections of
10;11
Be,
and
6
He on targets of protons,
12
C were measured with the high resolution
spectrometer SPEG. Secondary beams were produced by fragmentation of a
75 A.MeV primary
18
O beam, delivered by the two GANIL cyclotrons on a
carbon production target located between the two superconducting solenoids
of SISSI.
10
Be and
11
Be had an intensity of 10
5
pps and 3:10
4
pps, respectively,
and an energy of 39.14 A.MeV and 38.43 A.MeV.
6
He was produced at 38.3
A.MeV and 10
5
pps during another experiment, with a
13
C primary beam of
75 A.MeV. The scattered particles were identied in the focal plane of SPEG
by the energy loss measured in an ionisation chamber and the residual energy
measured in plastic scintillators. The momentumand the angle after the target
were obtained by track reconstruction of the trajectory as determined by two
drift chambers located near the focal plane of the spectrometer. The energy
resolution
E
E
= 10
 3
allows the measurement of elastic scattering angular dis-
tributions of light nuclei without the contaminations from target excitations.
The angular resolution is of the order of 0:5
o
in the laboratory sytem.
3 Nucleon-nucleus potential
The nucleus-nucleon elastic scattering can be described with a complex nucleon-
nucleon interaction JLM
1
deduced from calculations with Brueckner matrix,
performed in innite symmetric nuclear matter with the local density approx-
imation, and for energies up to 160 MeV. This model generates a complex
2
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Figure 1: Angular cross sections of
6
He + p elastic scattering at 38,3 A.MeV. Curves are
calculated with the JLM potential. Full line (respectively dotted line) corresponds to calcu-
lations in which the real part (imaginary) was renormalized. The dashed line corresponds
to the usual factor for light nuclei in the JLM potential : 
V
=1, 
W
= 0,8.
microscopic potential which only depends on the scattering energy and on the
density of the involved nucleus. In the case of stable nuclei, it reproduces
successfully a large range of proton and neutron elastic scattering angular dis-
tributions, without any free parameter
2
. In the case of light exotic nuclei, data
are well reproduced, provided the imaginary potential be somewhat adjusted
by a normalization factor 
W
 0:8.
3.1
6
He + p elastic scattering
6
He+p is analyzed with the JLM potential, as shown in Fig 1.
6
He can be
easily described by the three-body model
3
as a tightly bound alpha particle
plus two valence neutrons, with the
6
He neutron separation energy (2n+) of
0.975 MeV. The
6
He density included in the JLM calculation is a three-body
density with a matter rms of 2,55 fm, close to the value obtained in the three-
body model analysis
4
of the elastic scattering of
6
He on proton at intermediate
energies
5
. The angular distributions of
6
He on proton are better reproduced
when the real part of the JLM potential is scaled. This means that the break-
up of the nucleus predominantly aects the real part. The origin of this eect
can be explained with the Feshbach theory.
3
3.2 polarization potential
According to the Feshbach theory
6
, the interaction potential should be written
as : U
E
= V
00
+U
pol
with U
pol
the complex, non-local, energy-dependent,
dynamical polarization potential (DPP), and V
00
which includes only ground
state 
P0
and 
C0
of the projectile and target particles : U
F
(
~
R)  V
00
=
h
p0

t0
j V j 
p0

t0
i. V
00
is the usual potential which can be seen as the
folding potential. The polarization potential comes from couplings to inelastic
channels.
The more weakly bound the nucleus is, the greater the inuence of U
pol
. This
eect was studied in Ref.
7
for the elastic scattering of
11
Li on
12
C at 60 A.MeV.
The normalization of the real part of the folding potential, needed when nuclei
are weakly bound (
11
Li) or can be considered as clusters (
6
Li) accounts for
the eect of the polarization potential, as seen in Ref
8
. It corresponds to the
observed eect in the
6
He+p scattering, analyzed with the JLM potential (Fig
1). A complex surface potential, with a repulsive real part, is expected to
simulate the surface eects generated by the polarization potential
8
. Like in
Ref
9
we adopt a repulsive surface potential without radius :
V
pol
=  V
o
exp

r
a

=[1 + exp

r
a

]
2
and V
o
 0. The nucleon-nucleus analysis
with the JLM potential has shown that the break-up of the nucleus predo-
minantly aects the real part, and the conclusions are similar with the CH89
optical potential parametrization
10
that we adopt for simplicity for the follo-
wing analysis. V
pol
is added to the optical potential and the result for the
6
He
+ p system is given in g 2.
4 Nucleus-nucleus potential
4.1 Folding model
The real part of the potential of interaction between the exotic projectile and
target is obtained by means of the folding model
11
. The imaginary one is
taken from the optical model, usually it is a Woods-Saxon potential with three
free parameters (W
I
, a
I
, r
I
).
4.2 Eective NN interactions
A parametrization of the eective interaction was searched by the authors of
Ref
12
, which should satisfy the properties of saturation of the nuclear matter.
They required, to simplify, that the parameters of the density-dependent part
F of the interaction are independent of the energy. The energy dependence
is in the factor g(E), and the interaction is combined, as in the case of the
4
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Figure 2: Angular cross sections of elastic scattering
6
He + p at 38.3 A.MeV. Data were
measured at GANIL with the SPEG device. Lines are the results of calculations using the
CH89 potential (dashed line) and taking into account a complex polarization potential added
to CH89 (solid line). The real part of the DPP is represented on the left side of the gure. It
is a surface potential simulating break-up eects whose parameters are V
pol
=  47;2 MeV
; a
pol
= 1;33 fm.
interaction DDM3Y
11
, to the term V
M3Y
(r
12
)
a
which can be the Reid or the
Paris interaction with its exchange term treated explicitly, without making the
assumption of the zero-range interaction. So the interaction is written :
V (r
12
; ; E) = V
M3Y
(r
12
) F()g(E) = V
M3Y
(r
12
) F()[1  (
E
A
)]
A power-law density dependence was associated with the original Paris-M3Y
interaction V
M3Y
to create the interactions called CDM3Y6(Paris) :
F() = C[1 + e
 
  ]. These new CDM3Yn interactions were developed
and applied successfully (see Ref
12
) to nucleus-nucleus systems for which the
elastic scattering presents strong refractive patterns, as for instance, in the
case of  + nucleus which is now examined in 4.3.
a
3 terms of Yukawa calculated from G-matrix.
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Figure 3: Elastic scattering data for  +
12
C, at 104, 139MeV, and 172 MeV, are reproduced
thanks to the real folding potential calculated with the CDM3Y6 interaction and thanks to
the adjustment of imaginary part indicated in the text. Data references are given in the
text.
4.3 Search for the core interaction with
12
C
The description by an interaction potential of the elastic scattering +
12
C is
ambiguous. The folding model does not provide us with the imaginary part
of the nucleus-nucleus potential. Moreover, it turns out to be necessary to
normalize the real part by a factor N
r
to reproduce elastic scattering data
13
.
A larger set of data, in terms of incident energy, is needed in order to get rid
of the uncertainties of the adjustment of N
r
and of the imaginary part at one
energy. The aim is to have a coherent variation of the N
r
factor and of the
parameters (W
i
, a
i
, r
i
) of the imaginary part respected to the energy. So it
will be possible to deduce the values at one energy of the range, in order to
calculate the elastic scattering at that energy. We examine the  +
12
C data
measured at the energy of E

= 172.5 MeV
14
, at 139 MeV
15
and at 104
MeV
16
. We calculate the interaction potential V
+
12
C
with the folding model
which includes the eective NN interaction CDM3Y6 (Paris)
12
, folded with
the matter density of the  particle given in Ref.
11
and with the carbon one
(2pF form, with rms equal to 2.2 fm). The imaginary partW is a Woods-Saxon
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Figure 4: Elastic scattering data for
6
He +
12
C at 38,3 A.MeV are reproduced with a folded
potential calculated with the CDM3Y6-Paris interaction and a gaussian-shape density for
the
6
He. The dashed curve is realized with the CDM3Y6 potential. The solid curve is
obtained by adding a complex surface potential which simulates the polarization potential :
V
pol
=  64;4 MeV ; a
pol
= 1;33 fm.
potential, whose diuseness a
I
is xed to 0,6 fm. The total potentiel can be
written : V
+
12
C
= N
r
V
r
+ i W . We adjust the depth W
I
and the radius R
I
of W , and the normalisation N
r
, on the data. Data for the  +
12
C system
at the dierent energies are well reproduced on Fig 3 by using N
r
= 1.3 and
the same imaginary part : W
I
with a range from 18 to 21 MeV, R
I
= 3.75 fm
(reduced radius is r
i
equal to 1.3 fm) and a
I
= 0.6 fm.
4.4
6
He-
12
C elastic scattering
The real part of the potential of interaction between the exotic nucleus and
12
C is calculated in the framework of the folding model, including CDM3Y6.
With an imaginary part W close to the one obtained in the description of 
+
12
C elastic scattering (W
I
= 20 MeV, R
i
= 4; 64 fm (r
i
= 1.13 fm) and a
I
=0,63 fm), and with a DPP deduced through the analysis of the scattering on
protons the agreement with the data is satisfactory (see on Fig 4).
7
5 Conclusions
The potential of interaction between the exotic nucleus and
12
C was calcu-
lated in the framework of the folding model, including new density-dependent
NN interactions like CDM3Y6. A complex surface potential, with a repulsive
real part, is added to the optical potential. It can simulate the surface eects
generated by the polarization potential. The obtained features for the polari-
zation potential are in agreement with the theoretical predictions made by Y.
Sakuragi
8
.
We have shown that when the interaction which is involved in the folded po-
tential is built in order to account for the saturation properties of the nuclear
matter, and when it has the adequate density-dependences it can describe, to-
gether with a complex surface potential simulating the DPP, the elastic scat-
tering of a weakly bound nucleus on a target. The weak binding of the exotic
nuclei involves an increase of the break-up probabilities, and this eect must
be taken into account in the study of reaction mechanisms at low energy.
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